1363 **COOL BY NEURONAL DECISION**
An ion channel expressed in specific brain neurons is required for regulating core body temperature
*By T. Bartfai*
*RESEARCH ARTICLE P. 1393*

1365 **HOW HYBRID PEROVSKITES GET THEIR GROOVE**
Rotational motions of organic cations may screen charge carriers from defects
*By M. E. Ziffer and D. S. Ginger*
*REPORT P. 1409*

1366 **FROM SCIENCE TO SERVICE**
Climate services are crucial for successful adaptation to current and future climate conditions
*By L. Goddard*

**POLICY FORUM**
1368 **TOWARD STRATEGIC, COHERENT, POLICY-RELEVANT ARCTIC SCIENCE**
A modified Arctic Council could play an expanded role
*By C. Tesar et al.*

**NEWS**

**IN BRIEF**
1344 News at a glance

**IN DEPTH**
1347 **THE SUBDUCTION ZONE OBSERVATORY TAKES SHAPE**
Geoscientists want large project to study dynamic and dangerous plate boundaries
*By J. Rosen*

1348 **USING DNA, RADIATION THERAPY GETS PERSONAL**
Gene-based tests aim to predict who will benefit from radiation, or suffer
*By E. Dolgin*

1350 **NEANDERTALS MADE JEWELRY, PROTEINS CONFIRM**
“Landmark” study firmly links sophisticated artifacts from France to our extinct cousins
*By L. Wade*

1351 **PAIRED STARS SCULPT NEBULAE INTO FANCIFUL SHAPES**
Survey suggests fast-orbiting binaries at work within many of the gas clouds shed by dying stars
*By J. Sokol*

1352 **ABORIGINES AND EURASIANS RODE ONE MIGRATION WAVE**
Tide of genetic data refutes idea that an earlier expansion of modern humans populated the island continent
*By E. Culotta and A. Gibbons*

**FEATURES**

1353 **CHINA BETS BIG ON BIG FACILITIES**
Anchored by a powerful synchrotron, first of a series of multidisciplinary national science centers will rise by 2023
*By J. Qiu*

1354 **TALL TIMBER**
High-tech wood is taking the place of steel in a new wave of green high-rises
*By W. Cornwall*

1357 **SOLVING AUSTRALIA’S LANGUAGE PUZZLE**
Methods borrowed from evolutionary biology show how people spread across the continent, giving birth to new languages
*By M. Erard*

**INSIGHTS**

**PERSPECTIVES**
1360 **GATHERING LOTS OF DATA ON A SMALL BUDGET**
Open-source hardware and software technology can redefine data collection
*By A. C. Greenville and N. J. Emery*

1362 **HOW CONIFERS ADAPT TO THE COLD**
Highly diverged conifer species share many genetic signals of adaptation to local climate conditions
*By A. M. Hancock*
*REPORT P. 1431*

1371 **MIND THE (HEALTH) GAP**
A geographer turns a critical eye toward regional health disparities
*By P. R. Reczek*

1372 **STRANGE BEDFELLOWS**
Scientific collaboration takes center stage in a participants’ account of post–Cold War nuclear disarmament
*By F. von Hippel*
1382 The fate of RNA G-quadruplexes

1387 INFECTIOUS DISEASE
Replication of human noroviruses in stem cell–derived human enteroids K. Ettayebi et al.

1393 NEUROSCIENCE
The TRPM2 channel is a hypothalamic heat sensor that limits fever and can drive hyperthermia K. Song et al.
▶ PERSPECTIVE P. 1363

1399 STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
Molecular architecture of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae activated spliceosome R. Rauhut et al.

REPORTS

1406 GEOPHYSICS
Tomography reveals buoyant asthenosphere accumulating beneath the Juan de Fuca plate W. B. Hawley et al.

1413 NANOMATERIALS
High-quality graphene via microwave reduction of solution-exfoliated graphene oxide D. Voiry et al.

1419 CARBON CYCLE
Radiocarbon constraints imply reduced carbon uptake by soils during the 21st century Y. He et al.

1424 ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
An unexpected disruption of the atmospheric quasi-biennial oscillation S. M. Osprey et al.
▶ PODCAST

ON THE COVER
A leafless tree (Ceiba trichistandra) in Machalilla National Park, Ecuador. This species is a characteristic element of Ecuadorean and northern Peruvian tropical dry forest, particularly during the dry season. The large differences in tree species composition found in dry forests across the American tropics indicate that many conservation areas will be required to protect the biodiversity of these threatened formations. See page 1383.
Photo: Pete Oxford/Minden Pictures

LETTERS

1374 COMPOUND HAZARDS YIELD LOUISIANA FLOOD
By F. Vahedifard et al.

1374 ADDRESSING OBESITY IN HOMELESS CHILDREN
By J. A. Levine et al.

1375 ZIKA VACCINE: CLINICAL TRIAL AND ERROR?
By D. P. Dittmer

RESEARCH ARTICLES

1381 YEAST GENETICS
A global genetic interaction network maps a wiring diagram of cellular function M. Costanzo et al.
RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY; FOR FULL TEXT: dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaf1420

1382 RNA STRUCTURE
RNA G-quadruplexes are globally unfolded in eukaryotic cells and depleted in bacteria J. U. Guo and D. P. Bartel
RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY; FOR FULL TEXT: dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaf5371

1383 FOREST ECOLOGY
Plant diversity patterns in neotropical dry forests and their conservation implications DRYFLOR

1427 ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN
A Pleistocene ice core record of atmospheric O2 concentrations D. A. Stolper et al.

1431 CONVERGENT EVOLUTION
Convergent local adaptation to climate in distantly related conifers S. Yeaman et al.
▶ PERSPECTIVE P. 1362

1434 HOST TOLERANCE
A secreted bacterial peptidoglycan hydrolase enhances tolerance to enteric pathogens K. J. Rangan et al.
SCIENCE IMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH ARTICLE BY L. A. K. PEDICORD ET AL.
10.1126/sciimmunnol.aaq7732

DEPARTMENTS

1343 EDITORIAL
Speaking of insects… By May R. Berenbaum

1458 WORKING LIFE
Managing my fear of missing out By Shane M. Hanlon
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